
Fee, Chap. 11 – The Ongoing Warfare – The Spirit against the Flesh 

Throughout this book Fee has focused on the present age’s individualism as one of the biggest 
challenges to the Church. 

1. According to Fee the very common view of the Christian Life as a struggle between Spirit and 
Flesh is both incorrect and self-defeating. Why? What are the repercussions? 

2. If to Paul the struggle between the Spirit and the Flesh mainly about how we live together as a 
people not an individualistic one, how should Churches change to address that? Does it change 
the way we do discipleship? 

3. What does Fee propose is Paul’s eschatological definition of Flesh? 
4. What should life in the Spirit be life for believers?  
5. How does Fee hope to comfort those for who experience an inner struggle with sinfulness? 
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